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安全参数显示系统(SPDS)中的

对安全状态的诊断功能

.慧芳

(清华大学核能技术设计研究院，北京)

摘要

介绍了核电厂安全参教显示系统中所采用的对核电厂安全状态

的自动诊断功能。为了保证诊断的多样化，该系统提供了用于核电厂

应急运行时的两种诊断准则，一是设计基准事故的监督，另一个是临

界安全功能的监督。作为-种扩充诊断功能，该系统还提供了-种用

于核电厂正常运行时的参数偏离监督.



DIAG电监监 FUNα'ION OF SAFETY STATUS IN mE
SAFETY PARAMETER DISPLAY SYSTEM (SPDS)

Zhang Y，咀nfang

(INSTITUTE OF NUCLEAR ENERGY TECHNOLOGY.

TSINGHUA UNIVERSITY. BEllING)

ABSTRACT

An automatic diagn侃is fu配tion of 细fety status for nuclωr power plant adopt

ed in the SPDS is introduced in this paper. To guarantee diagnosis diversification.

two diagn但is criteria of a design basis accident monitoring and a critical safety

function monitoring u蟹d in plant emergency 甸回'ation are provided. As an exten

sive function. a 阳rameter deviation monitoring used in plant nonnal 句>eration is

also provided.
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INTRODUCfION

A sel of diagna;is functi∞s of the plant safety slat山 are included in the safety 阳

rameter display system developed by Institute o! Noel筒r Ene咽r Technol啼， Tsinghua

Uni、'ersily. The characteristics of these diagna-is functions are following:

( I ) The purpose of providing an automatic d总醉倒s function in thes~ is only

to aid operator to determine 由e plant safety status. It is regarded as a α地lateral evi

dence of the roam且I diagna-is by operator directly according to the safety parameters

displayed in the spl)Sl:JJ.

(2) The depth of diagnaiis is limited to the fact创s related to the general safety of

whole n回国r power plant. At present ，山西e diagnωis functIω15 国n not go de里pinto

the s萨冗ial subsystems of the plant.

As a devel叩ment stage , this kind of diagna-is fu时tiω'IS is stiD useful for 叫:lerator

10 understand the plant safety 血tus ， because it is simple and trans阳rent and 臼n be ae

ceptoo and lrustoo 饱sily by operator.

( 3) The diagnosis criterion taken here is diversified. At present , the safety Ix浏nd

ary diagnosis is started from two points of view: 创le is direct国 against the (iesign 抽血

accidents , the other is directed against the critI臼I safety functi∞. An∞lagon transient

graph and a critical safety status tree are adoploo to diagnωe them se阴rately in this sys
tem. In addition , a parameter deviati∞ diagnoois is develOJ:副部 an extensive 凶e of

the SPDS during the plant normal power operation.

(4) The diagnosis result is definite and unique and is useful for 0，严rator to judge

the nature of the accident and to take the corre<丁tive actiα18 rapidly.

I CRITICAL SAFETY FUNCfION DIAGNaiIS OF NUCLEAR POW

ER PLANT USING CRITICAL SAFETY FUNCTION TREE

The critical safety status tr回阳能，ested firstly by Westinghα皿Owner Group is

adopted to diagnωe the crili臼l 姐fety function of the nuelωr power plant[2]. The gener

al idea applied in this system is following.

1. 1 Sclecti棚。f diagnosisωtegory

A fundamental goal of nuclear safety is to prevent an uncontrolled release of ra

di崎ctive material from the nucl回r power plant. In order to aα:omplish 由is g<础I the

concept of "defense in depth" and "three barriers" are ado伊剧. For each barrier there

is a set of functions that must be n回intained. All funeti创回 a凶ωiated wi由 three barri

ersωn be divided into six 创tegories which 臼n monitor a certain criti侃l 踊fety function

independently.
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( I) <SF-I SUOC'RlTICAL: It diagn<:阳:s if 由e rraclor is in the reliable su忧ritical

condition afler activation of r饵lClor trip.
(2) <SF-2 CORE COOLING: It diagnc回siftt宵"回or core can 酬 adeq咀te

c∞ling to avoid the core melting as a n:sult of overh四.

(3) <SF-3 HEAT SINK of SEα，而'ARY LOOP: it diagno瞄 if secor由ryIα再p

has tt理由阳city to remove t回t frorn 1.'1e re缸tor core to eolSUre 由ecor琶 t08回 a坷咀.te

αX>ling.

(4) <SF-4 INTEGR11Y of PIrniSURE 田XJNDARY: it di鹉noses it the 甜田~

dynamicα>ndition of the r国elorα时anI system (RCS) may I耐ad lhe pressure boundary

10 be broken.

(5) <SF-5 CONTAINMENT: It di码~回 α)f\tainment integrity to avo挝 E副ioac

tivily leaking out as a result ofα)f\lainn旨nt break.

(6) 岱F-6 COOLANT INVENTORY: It diagno晒 if the reactorαJ01ant sy班m

ha~ an ad吨uate inventory to er皿陀 effective heat r田nova! and R<S PI'回回归回阳 01.

1f all of above six critial 揭fety funclior回但n be maintaiJ回，由e general safety of

whole plant shCJUld be ensured.α1 lhe contrary , if any of above six critical施fely fune

lions can not be kept , lhe 骸neral safely must be 也.maged 10 a certain extent. Afler op
eralor lakes an appr，叩rialeωnectiveaction in a，民:or由nee with the funeti创1 rel埠。ration

procedure , some related critical safely funetiα15臼n be recovered and the plant will re

turn 10 a safety sratus.

I. 2 Sel创划。nofdiagno曲"跚跚阳凶

A few 阳.rarneters shωId be selected for 句ch critical safety function to judge恤

integrily of this funeti创1. Among them , some paraπ1elers can reflect the damage cause

of this function.

(I) <SF-! : ( I ) Nuclear 醉.wer ， (I )Startup rate of source range , (. )Srartup

rate of intermediate range. The跑回ran留ters are us!:划 to judge the incident occu阳帽峙

筑lCiat创 Wilh antici阳ted lransien~ wilhout 町ram ， return ωcritical∞ndition and 10S!l of

core shutdown.

(2) <:SF-2: ( I )臼，re Ol'l1et tenlperature , (I )缸boooIing of RCS, (. )Operat

ing status of reactor cc:划ant 阳mp匾， (N) Reactor vasel level. The曾归rameters are

U搅dωjudge It回 incidentα:curence 础眩目aled with i时也啕国Ie ， d唱r回国， and saturat

ed ∞ren划ing resulting from 1幽 of the r咽etor coolant pumps ar叫 depletion of α时ant

Invenlory.

(3) <:SF-3:( I ) Levelorstωmge隔rator (SO). (I )Flow of feedwater. (I >

Sleam pr回ureof so. Th创e parameters are used tv judge the incident oa:urence 81撒到I:i
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ated with inad呵旧te st:conda可 heat sink resulting from high Icwl. low le\it:I , 0、 crprc.，

sure , and Ie副 of normal steam rele:耻回归city in any SG.

(4) CSF-4: ( I )Coc地down rate of RCS , (I ) Inlet tern萨:raturc of the RCS.

Th白面e paraπlCters are used to judge the incident occuren优越缸lCiatoo with immir阳II and

anticipated pn:嗨uri:zo划 thermal 曲ock ∞OOiti∞s and cold overpressure ∞nditions which

may finally cause the RCS 庐'CSSUre boundary to destroy.

( 5) CSF-5: ( I ) Containment pr四"而， ( • )Containment sump level , (. )Con

tainment radi崎etivity. 1bese归m町回ers a陀 used tojudg障由e incident耐urence 植皿i

at叫 with 阳:ential 阳1rain町-.:nt over萨巴阴阳， noodir电翻世 high radiation resulting

fr，ωnR臼 and main st国m line breakir哩，副市d to eval国但由E 萨JSSibility of k饵ping the

integrity of α>ntainment.

~6) CSF-6: ( I )阶已由ruer level , ( I )&回α:or v~副 level. 1llese parameters

arc used to judge the 仅用lant invent田ya叫 to evah脑te 由e 萨酷ibilityof v创ding in the

r由ιtor v巳自I.

1. 3 Grade of diagnosis resull

In a'囚。rdanαwith the selected 回rameters and their setpoinlS, th: 也mage degree

of 咱ch safety function can be determined with an appr句X画te diagnosis pr唱ram. TIle

damage degree is divided into four grad臼 z

(I) Emergency" (extreme challenge) , It is PI'臼ented by a red indi咀tor. It shows

that this critical safety function has been 也骂troyed and the nuclear power plant ha..

协主n in a des阳ate situation. If this ∞nditi∞ is diagnosed , the operator should im何时i

ately initiate function restoration to r，四ore the related critical safety function.

(2) Severe deviation (severe challenge) , It is pr西町、ted by an orange indicator. It

shows that this critical 拥fety function ha~ deviated severely fr，佣1 normal and is nearly

to be destroyed. If thisα>ndition is diagnω叫， the operator should initiate functi∞

rcstoration as 缸刚1 部萨JSSible to restore the related critical 姐fety funeti∞.

(3) Deviati∞(阳，t satisfied) , It is presented by a yellow indicator. It shows that

the critical safety functi∞ has deviated from the normal and r吨uires 0防rator to pay at

tcOlion to it.

(4) Normal (satisfied) , It is pr配nted by a Sf'制 indiωtor. It sho响 that thi~ crit

ical ~咱fety function is in normalω1dition and 由固 not r吨uire operator to intervene.

1. 4 Execuling prOCCll 01 diagnosis

The diagnωis is executed with the order of the priority between six critical safety

functions and the severity of challenge within 回ch function. A diagnωis prog:am is de

veloPf划 for each critical safety functi∞. Six crit阳l 随fety functions are prlωessed se··
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quentially in 3Cl"orda时c with the 创der of <:SFs. For each critical fu町ti'回 the condi

tion Judgo:mcnt 阳nlS are arranged so that cor回ition judgement of emergency is general

ly 咄咄ted early in the dia伊osis program then the jud霞ment 萨>inlS of severe de"'iat阳h

dcviation and nom瞌I are follow回.suca:ssively. Each program has副 uniq四 entry. Af

tcr entering the diagnosis pr咱am ， the 耐.ected p;lrameters are jul:抱回缸llXlI'di吨to the

如leeted dia&n咽S criterion and 剧目nts. Each program may have several different ex

its on tt曾国sis of the differ回，t safety 筑an埠， but there is only one uni司lie definite r因ult

in as萨~Istat凰1br:ref，创窜，但础庐国咱 tmOl.咆11 the critical safl町由，tus tR:e创y

prod川自 α瞻 unique exit of the diagnosis process.
All diagr阳isp~aree.且，ecuted 创阳庐『四.ecuting cycle of 4 secor也.

1. 5 Di鸣曲.y of d撞伊俑s nsult

In ge阳ral sit田tion ，叫)erator only 阳，ys attention to the di艳nosis result 副回由陆

notω1四rn with the diagna§is萨由四ng. 1beref，隅，∞Iy the di唱n西s results are dis

played and the diagnosis processing is not transparent to q嚣rator. 1be re笛∞ to 曲 sois

tv speed the diagnosis process and shorten the diagnosis tilt障.

The diagnosis result with six ∞l凶r 时id circulars is present国 in the left side of

the general safety picture which is displayed in an ordinary manner. At same time the

r~ullS of the six critiωI safety functions are displayed se阳rately on the one of the sec

ondary level bar gra肉s by one ∞lour indi回tor. 1、白e diagna>is results are also used in

the automaticωnlrol of the picture. When any emergencyαlIlditi∞ of the critical safe

ty functi∞ is deteCied , the picture of the SPDS will be changed to ilS α>rresponding 缸里c

ondary level picture , so that operator can imrr回国ely get all related safety informa

lion.

1. 6 Display of di晤时is pr<Je四

If operator wanlS to understand the dia~nosis proc'钝is including the current value

and the setpoint of the diagl1O!oed parameter and the detailed diagr阴险 r岱ullS， he 句n in

voke the special display of the diagnosis processing. 而is display ∞nsists of six pic

lUres. The detailed diagnosis process of each criti回lsa阳y function is presented sepa

rately in the right side of six pictur，岱却回 the final diagna>is r，由Jlt of each critical safety

functions is pre!理nted in the left side of its relative picture. Fach picture is displayed for

2 secor叫so It tak岱 12 seαlIlds to UOl扣rstanl! the continuOl.届 diagnosis proc丑陋es of six

critical safety functions.

2. DESIGN BASIS ACCIDENT DIAGNOSIS OF THE NUCLEAR POW

ER PLANT PRFSENTED BY A POLAR ocrAGON

The design basi!! accident diagnosis is presented by a polarωM阴阳肉 in this sys-
6



tL-rll. Its 伊leW idea is following: Eight parameters are selected which are directly 时国

ed to the~n bI路is aocidents and their values in an ac范挝ent are cha咱国回回，tively.

l"he eight diagr回1 日『回 or the acta伊1 are caken as tt回rαJOdi咽ted axes.

When the plant is in the safetyαn1ition ， the 优tagon consisted by eight 副部ted

paraπ\Ctcrs is a regular oc国goo. If any des地nba血翻:cident 创:cures ， the ∞tagon w诅l

bcdist创t司 into an irregular优tagon as a result or the deviation of a certain parameter

from the normal range.

It is ,"ery sensitive for 吗)erator to fir圃:t out the distortion of the 创租goo. The kind

of occuring a回dent can be estimated bas缸allyacc田ding to the disl:ortion pIilttern of this

octagon.

2. 1 selection of ei&ht sail例y .....阳军

币1e paraπ回crs that can show the char配ter and sympl:on of the 也s地n basis ac:ci

dents are selected fr.回川he following d由伊 basis accidents wnich 萨黯ib1yα:cur in the

nucl田『归，wer plant. Finally , eight 阳ranlCters are selectoo ttlrough a strict 贸recning.

( I) LOCA (l<s ofαX>1ant ac:cident) :

the reactorαXJ1ant syslem pre:!皿m

the pr，部副rizer level

the reactor v西部I level (When the pr圃urizer level r，幅ches to zero or the v~1

level is smaller 自tan 100%. )

the α>ntainrnenl pressure

theα:>rltainrnent rooi(涌ctivily

(2) MSLB(rrtain steam line br回k):

the Sl臼m generator pre!远ure

the reactorω，re outlet temperature

the containnlCnt pre酬re

(3) 缸iTR(Sleam generator lube rupture):

lhe st，回m generator level

the 蟹~ondary I∞p radi(幽ctivilY

olher symptons of lhe LO巳A

(4) ATWS (anticipale transient wilhoul回am):

lhe nucl锦r powr.r

the reactωcore outlet temperature

2.2 D1splllyof the dlagn<跑回suit

( I ) The diagnosis r，制It is shown wi由 a polar 创阁制1. 国ch diagnc蝇1 line repre

senL'! a para町、eler. Eighl paraπleter vall施 poin臼 link 国ch 创her ar圃:t sequentially 10
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form an octagon. the pattern of 由e 田tagon mi由t becha唱;00 with the changing of any

阳rameter.

t2) A臼ording to the 抖ant 植fetyanaly蝠. the changing range of the safl哟'阳

ramet凹臼n be divi也d into t1'回 following ar回IS.

Normal ar咀 :W、回归ra町忧ter vah皿 is changtXI within this ar田. the 抖ant 姐fety

can be ensured.

Abnormal ar幅: \\'hen parameter 咀lue isdev画ted from the normal 缸圈. a slight

d民ign ba血 acci由Tit might 创:cur.

Erne唱"町 area: when paran回er value is char唱国 further to咽Jd p国.ter or

smaller and into the en田ger比y area. a severe d由伊 basis accident occurs.

战冗ause tl曾回阳nts of 筒dJ parameter enteri咱 into the abnormal ar国 or the e

m电，ency ar国 are une"en and o:Jt of pr鸣)()I"tion. a disl:归.y format that the octagon is

prt.:sented in nonlinearαlOdinat咀缸岱 is 副吨)[00 部 following:

I. when叭ref the parameter value is within the normal area. itsαlOrdinate value

i~ concentrated to a point and this value of 咀.ch parameter takes an eql且1 coordinate dis

tance. In this way. if the nucl崎r plant is in safety statl路，由e 世闻阳1 linking eight

safety 阳rameter coordinate points 51阳J1d be a regular ()(租廖础，

I. Due to the same re笛剧. the abnormal ar，锦 M回 the emergency a('国 are 创1

centrat叫 to a 同nt and these points take a same 0∞rdinate distance t∞. The high and

the low abnormal point and emergency point are in the two sides of the normal阳nt sep
arately. In this way , the 回tagon must be distorted and bII冗omes to an irregular oc

tagon. if any design ba.o;is accident happens to 悟use any 阳ramet町 deviati∞ and to en

ter into the abnortT旧I or the \.'1T1C鸣~ency area.

In order to reflect the deviation degree of the parameter value pr筒ented by theαF

ominated aXI臼 to a certain extent , the abno(1031and the en田萨ncy value can be divi命地

into 指veral discrete points. In this w町，由e 也.mage degree of theα:curing accident

臼nbe 回irnatOO in a∞oming with the distortion d唱;fee of the octaS∞.

圃. In order that 叫声erator n侃 only can judge the plant safety status in ac∞r由nee

with the ωtagon pattern. but also 四n get the transient value of each parameter. this

transient value and the permissible (103ximum changing range of each paramet町 are pre

sented below its 阳rameter name in the graph.

2.3 D幌rmlnatlon of the diagnosis IelpoInt

(I) The star由rd operating range of the hot standby mode aft町 a reactor trip and

the permissible operating range when the plant changes toward the ∞Iddownπ阳de 101

lowing a react('r trip are che配n as the setpoint of the n饵"时 range.
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mal 比tpoint of the nucl咀r power.

2. 4 Example of the d函，民曲 pattan

The opL'1'ator can di挺自n the kind of the accident according to the 归u町n of the oc

tag，∞出st，衍西tion when any design basis att凶ent happens. During gra庐 d四go 由.e COt'

m阳回iog re~atioo between the gr画抽回，Up.m and the 肉nt accident must be considered

in order to dist:!ngu副 them easily by 句财富tor. some 阻arnples or diagnos岳阳ph of the

typical 曲sign basis ace姐回t are listed ll'> following:

i 111

<» LOCA (2) MSL8 (3) SGTR (4) ATWS

3 PARMETER DEVIATION' MONITORING DURING THE NORMAL

PLANT OPERATIONe·l ]

Fr，创n the fu町ti，∞ definition of the SPDS. the system is l揭cd mainly to monitor

the plant 姐fety status after r国民.or trip. In actor'也nee withωr analysis. we consider

that the function or this system can be extended to rnooitor 阳阳，ran回.er d时ation

from the normal 叫lerating range during pow町句黯ration.

3.1 Nee四面tyand 萨回bility

In 萨n町划， when 阳例ant is OJ嚣rated in the po闸门ange without 阳'l'eactor t巾，

the plant safety is C(万四id町ed to be ensured. 1berefore ，世)e probl四110 凹1OI'litor the

plant safety is not existed. However , when an 部现曲1t did not cause the reactor trip ,
回归吗田aling parameters can deviate from U随即nna.I句阳'ating rar咖. If the devia

tioo d唱，fee can be monitoral. the nature of the 庐圃ible accident can 恒 analy部d and

the funher 由vel咿ncnt trend of the plant 揭fety statUSωn be predicted. 币lis is very

helpful for 鸣leralor to judge the a优ident sympron and predict the acci，曲unaωre early
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and 国sHy.

From the inves.i胆lion of the US NRC on the SPI:也 that have operated for several

y t>ars. a conclusion is drawn: if operator is not familiar with the function and operating

procedure of the spa; and u革骂 it only during plant emergency status. its beneiit may

not be shown fully OOcause of its inproper opera!ion. The best way to improve this situa

tion is to extend the SPOO function to monitor the deviation of the operating parameter

during power 0庐rationω 由at 0庐rator can be familiar with the spa; and even de

pends on it ordinarily.

In addition. the func~ion extentlOn like this is f，仅因ble. At first , there is no any

conflict of their use time. The plant safety 以ltmdary monitoring is USf对 mainly after a

r国ctor trip , but the parameter deviation monitoring is 回ed mainly during the power op

eration without reactor trip. se∞ndly ， the basic display format and the manual prα》

dure of the safety boundary monitoring can be also used in the parameter deviation 町lOn

Itormg.

3. 2 Design principle of the parameter deviaUω\ monitoring

(I) For 0庐rator to use it easier ，由e parameter deviati∞ monituring should usc

the same fashion of the safety bour,dary monitoring as far as 萨瞄ible.

(2) The judgement is only divided into two grad筒， the ,10rrr.al and the deviation.

(3) It is nc收到自Y to r，ωelect the monitored para町、eters and their judging setpoints

in order to use the polar ∞lagon format to monitor the 阳rametcr deviation. According

to our analysis , mωt of them 四n be used in two monitors , only few 阳rameters have

to be changed. At prt坦白nt ， two 阳rameters are changed. One is the r目ctorω，re outlet

temperature that is replaωd by the RCS average temperature. the other L~ RCS su以回L

ing rel'lac叫 by the st阳n 伊郎sure of the 回国m generator. The r础阳\ to add the later is

to monitor the symptons of the main steam line br凶k and Ie圃 of the steam relco:植ing ca

paCity.

3. 3 Transferring between the parameter deviation monitoring and the safety 以)Undary

monitoring

The changing point frαn the parameter deviation monitoring to the 础fety be现IOd

ary monitoring is the activation of the reactor trip or the 锦fety in阵tion. Before the re

actor trip or the safety injection , the parameter deviation monitoring is used , including

its lTl<Jl1 itored 阳TalT曰ters ， their setpoints and corresponding diagnωis criterion and pro

gram. At the same time , a title of "PARAMETER DEVIATION MONITORING" is

shown in the down side of the picture. on臼 ar国ctor trip or a 回fety injection is activat

时. the paramcter deviation monitoring is chan萨d to the safety boundary monitor



Al the same 吃ime ， Ihe monitored paramelers and their sclpoin臼， the d且gnosis criteri∞

and its program are char鸣叫. A lille of ~SAFETYBOUNDARY MONITORING"应 al

ωprt扭nled 10 dislinguish IWo monilors.
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